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Solution Brief

Cloud migrations do not have to be risky, time-consuming, expensive, and laborious. 

With Komprise, you can quickly identify just the right data that needs the performance of 

Azure NetApp Files (ANF), and either migrate entire data sets or just the hot data to ANF.  

The best part is that in either case, users and applications see no disruption. 

Accelerate Cloud Migration to 
Azure NetApp Files  
Fast, Reliable, Efficient Data Migration with Komprise

Visibility for Smarter Data Decisions
Get valuable data analytics by simply pointing Komprise at your NFS and 
SMB storage, and within 15 minutes you can:

• Understand data growth and usage across all your storage.

• Find the right data across multi-vendor NAS to be moved to ANF before 
you migrate. 

• Set policies to tier cold data files as they age.

Faster, Reliable Migrations with MD5 Checksums
Make migrations faster, more accurate, and cost effective.

• Komprise Elastic Data Migration maximizes performance by using 
parallelism at every level.

• Manage hundreds of migrations through an intuitive UI and API.

• Migrate petabytes reliably with MD5 checksum on every file.

Intelligent tiering through transparent archiving
Cut 70% of cold data costs without any change to user access.

• Tier and archive cold files in ANF transparently

• Cold files stop consuming expensive storage and backup resources, but 
they still appear in the original location, so users see no change.

• Active data and control paths are unchanged, ensuring hot data access 
is unaffected.

Analytics Driven
Analyze and identify just the data to
migrate across your NAS storage. 

Fast, Reliable Migrations 
Maximize efficiency, speed, and
reliability with elastic solution.

No Proprietary Stubs, Agents, 
or Lock-in
Komprise migrates and archives 
using open standards, so data can 
be used from original storage or the 
cloud—without rehydration. 

Optimize Cloud Costs
Maximize savings by sending hot 
data to ANF and cold data to the 
cloud for cost management without
surprises or overruns.
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Learn More
Learn more about how Komprise can help you better manage cloud costs and accelerate cloud data migrations. 
Contact sales@komprise.com

Copy Data to Azure for AI and ML Projects
Leverage Azure resources for AI and Big Data by using Komprise Deep Analytics to search and copy just the data 
you need across all your storage. 

Komprise / Azure NetApp Files Architecture
Komprise is simple to deploy and scale with an elastic scale-out software architecture that grows on demand so you 
can handle today’s massive scale of data. Komprise is built without bottlenecks, agents, stubs, or central servers that 
limit scalability or cause a single point of failure. As your data grows, simply add more virtual appliances to easily 
scale on demand. As a partner of both NetApp and Azure, Komprise provides a simple, robust, efficient solution to 
migrate and manage data on Azure.

Azure 
Netapp Files

SMB/CIFS, NFS
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